Antibiotic hypersensitivity in patients with CF.
Antibiotic hypersensitivity reactions are relatively common in patients with cystic fibrosis (CF). The nature of the reactions and the mechanisms are no different in CF than the general population. Beta-lactam agents are the most common cause of these reactions. The risk depends on the specific beta-lactam agent used with Penicillins having a higher frequency of allergic reactions. There are several risk factors for developing these allergic responses, especially the increased usage. Since the available choices for antibiotic therapy is limited by the sensitivity of the organisms, management becomes a challenge. It is essential to classify the nature of the hypersensitivity reactions and determine the risks of repeat administration of the drug. Unfortunately, reliable skin tests are not available for all the antibiotics. RAST is of limited value. Recent data on cross-reactions between beta-lactam antibiotics and the option of newer agents offer useful alternative choices. Knowledge of the chemical structures of the antibiotics is useful for selecting suitable substitutes. Desensitization is a viable option in many of the reactions unless otherwise contradicted.